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While the events that won Ethridge
a Pulitzer took place in North Carolina
35 years ago, the whole story updates
nicely to 2012 and Tennessee. Filmed in
the Tennessean office and other ideal
locales, like the historic courthouse
down in Pulaski, there’s a genuine sense
of place in the movie that should make
viewers feel both comfortably at home
and unnerved at the ugliness of the past
we like to hope we’ve moved beyond.
Chatting with actor Steve Talley,
who plays the screen version of a young
Ethridge, you get a sense of what his
character is about. Clearly, for him it’s a
different experience to be basing a
character on a flesh and blood person,
rather than a scripted construct. “I’ve
met him,” says Talley. “That let me
understand the character better—he’s a
deep down good guy, smart—the sort
who makes sure he understands the big
picture. It’s really cool to play the kind
of guy who makes sure the right thing
gets done—he’s not a cop, but he asks
the right questions, fights to initiate
change in the world.”
Those aspects of the role drew
Talley to the film, even knowing it
would be exhausting work (he’s in nearly
every scene) and the pay wouldn’t be
extravagant. “I want people to keep in
mind that this is real, it’s a true story,
Mark won a Pulitzer for this investigation. It’s racially charged, so it’s a hot
button; but this is about as real as it gets.
This sort of thing can still happen; the
issues, the people, and the families
affected are real.”
So if you’re looking for a chance to
experience Nashville’s film potential,
Deadline might just be for you. With an
extended cast including local favorite
Jeremy Childs, J.D. Souther and a host
of names you know, you’ll feel right at
home, even as the film both startles and
touches you. Don’t go looking for a
“Nashville movie” with low expections.
Go for a good thriller, and appreciate
the local nature of the film for the fun
of it.
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